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Intro

Facebook marketing isn’t only about online performance.
Today, thanks to new advanced technologies, we can
influence customers’ offline behaviour. And what is great,
is that we can measure the real impact.
With this guidebook, we want to show you how to
connect both online and offline worlds and harness
the true potential of Facebook ads for retail clients.

SOLUTIONS TAILORED TO EACH CLIENT
Thanks to our cooperation with 20+ of the leading retailers in Europe and the Middle
East (e.g. Tesco, Allegro, Domino’s Pizza, Tchibo, and Zoot) we have learned that
retailers need tailored advertising solutions that can connect their customers’ offline
behaviour to their online campaigns.
At the same time, we see a massive shift in user behaviour – mobile is the new shop
window, and the need for efficient and personalised online advertising is bigger than
ever. This led us to create our own Retail Solution - a full suite consisted of technologies that aim to solve the challenges mentioned above via Facebook ads.

SOLUTIONS TAILORED TO EACH CLIENT

Network of physical stores
Traditional retailers have a network of
brick and mortar stores where most of
their business takes place. Usually,
their online activities generate only a
very low (small %) revenue share of
their total activities.

Typical campaigns distributed
through traditional media
The majority of the retailers produce
standard campaigns where media
budget is invested into traditional
media channels like TV, outdoor, print
(paper leaflets which you receive in
your post boxes) etc. The main reasons
are the technological limits and lack of
data to defend why to invest more in
online media.

Online and offline departments
are separated
The main reason why retailers don’t
connect online and offline advertising
activities is that usually, these
departments work separately and on
different KPIs - online department takes
care of online activities only while
offline department just focuses on
offline activities.

Main
challenges
for retailers

The challenges can be divided into five groups that
are interconnected:
Measuring the impact of Facebook ads
on your brand
Being able to measure the impact of Facebook ads on
my brands through the use of traditional metrics (ad
recall, brand lift) means that there is data that show the
impact of Facebook. This data can help defend why to
invest more energy in this channel.

Budget allocation
One problem that arises it that besides the “general”
brand budget needed, there needs to be a specific
budget allocated for every store to support the need to
run ads that will contribute to their in-store visits. There
is a need for such data that shows the impact on each
store.

Increasing sales
At the end of the day, revenue is what matters. In order
to maximise ROI one needs to understand what is the
direct impact of their campaigns on revenue and optimise towards that.

Automating tedious and time-consuming
processes
When you need to scale your efforts plug in Facebook
into your existing creatives processes so that campaigns
are automated with dynamically generated creatives.

Making informed decisions
Another important challenge is understanding the data
gathered during previous phases, so you know what to
improve.

IMPACT OF FACEBOOK ADS ON BRAND
Prior to implementation, it is essential to ask these questions to help you
to define inputs for making a high impact-campaign.

How much do you invest in brand campaigns?
How do you measure their success and impact?
What should these campaigns bring to your business?

What is Brand Lift?
Brand lift allows you to launch brand campaigns and then ask the reached audience a
specific set of questions (through a quick survey on Facebook) and compare those
answers to those given by people who were not reached.
It gives you great feedback and allows you to see whether your campaign resonates
with the target group and how people have changed their minds after seeing your ad.
Remember that the primary goal of a brand campaign isn’t a direct response, but
rather an awareness which makes their brand more popular and brings a long term
performance. This is the reason why clients invest a lot of money in brand campaigns.

What can we measure?
It is important to ask the right questions which will allow you to find out what you
genuinely want to know:
Ad recall - Do people remember that they’ve seen your brand?
Brand likeability - How likeable is your brand compared to your competitors?
Product popularity - Is your product known within your target audience?
+ other custom metrics

Reasons to run lift studies
It is important to ask the right questions which will allow you to find out what you
genuinely want to know:
Measurable results - It gives you a great insight into how your campaign has influenced the minds of the people reached.
No extra costs - There are certain requirements to launch a brand lift study, but you
only pay for the delivered reach, not for the study itself.
No integration needed - This solution doesn’t require technical implementations
from your side so we can launch the lift study very quickly.
Professional onboarding - our senior ads specialists will help you with setting the
right questions, creative and target group to reach the best possible results.

HOW BUSINESS FACTORY’S RETAIL SOLUTION CAN HELP YOU?

Questionnaire creation - we can populate a set of questions to control group and
exposed groups and collect the data
Best practices - we can define with you the right questions based on best practices
across the industry
Data - we are able to provide you with a comprehensive analysis of your brand lift,
conversion lift and utilise the data in further campaigns

BOOST IN-STORE VISITS
If you have a physical store, it is more important for you to get visitors
there to increase your local sales.

of Facebook & Instagram’s monthly active
users are active on their smartphones, it’s
possible to reach people who are actually
near your stores and give them a reason to
visit and direct them to your store.“
To use local ads it is necessary to have uploaded information about each store in your
Business Page settings. It doesn’t matter if you have one store or hundreds of them you can reach all potential customers around your stores in a personal way thanks to
our retail solution.

Advantages of Business Factory Retail Solution
We are official Google Premier Partners and thanks to our integration with Google
Places we are able to synchronise locations of all your stores with Facebook
You will be able to not only measure the impact of Facebook ads on in-store visits, but
we are able to automatically optimise towards this goal in a very granular way automatically.
You will have rich statistics about your visitors per store (demography, returning VS
new visitors, interests, etc).

BOOST IN-STORE SALES
The holy grail of marketing is to influence sales directly. In retail, it is very difficult to
identify what is the exact impact of advertising on sales.
How to measure the real impact of Facebook ads on your sales?
One way is to know the average value which every visitor brings to you and calculate
the contribution based on increased foot traffic from in-store visits, but it is not very
accurate. The second way is very precise - if you have any loyalty card program in
place, we are able to match your transactions to the Facebook user base and not only
to find the sales driven by Facebook but also optimise ad delivery towards sales.

How to match transactions to a User ID?
Loyalty system
The best long-term strategy is to start building a loyalty system, collect customers’ info
(registrations, subscribers) and provide us with daily export of transactions. We ensure
that you are 100% GDPR compliant by hashing the provided data so that no readable
data leaves your servers and we will match it with Facebook on an aggregated level.
Barcode ID
You provide vouchers with codes to customers in your online campaign. This way, you
could make sure that those who came to the store to buy and use these coupons
actually saw and interacted with your ads.

CONVERTING PAPER LEAFLETS INTO DIGITAL
In the retail world, one of the most typical ways to promote regular discounts is paper
leaflets. Retailers send them to people living around their stores on a regular basis.
We are hearing from retailers very often that it is a very established way of marketing in
their processes, but it’s very hard to track the impact of the paper leaflet.
One way is to compare the correlation between leaflet production and sales of promoted products but you cannot optimise performance of an active campaign. Moreover, it
is impossible to make it personal so that people would see different products based
on their shopping behaviour and preferences.

Everybody believes that paper leaflets affect the performance, but nobody knows how
exactly. Thanks to digital leaflets you are able to target personalised ads only to
people interested in your product, not all products for everybody, and surprisingly it
can be very cost efficient (we have measured 26x ROI at one of our retailers selling
fashion in brick and mortar stores).

Ads formats
Retailers can use most formats available on Facebook, some of them are more suitable
for brands, but we would like to show you how to work with dynamic product ads.
Because retailers’ stores usually have thousands of products, you need to have a
product feed with all information to launch product campaigns. Remember that
the quality of the feed has a direct impact on ROI so it’s essential to have all data
consistent with no errors.
Here you can see an example how converted retail ads looks like in stories:

And here how it looks like in mobile carousel:

CUSTOMISED LIVE REPORTING
Imagine the following situation: you are a marketing manager and you
have multiple traffic sources connected with 3rd party measurement tools
and your CRM data - that’s a lot of information, right? So...
How can you control it on a daily basis?
Thanks to our Live Reporting solution we are able to create for you a customised
dashboard with live data which allows you to have a supervisor view of all your campaigns and easily make quick decisions where to dedicate budget to get the highest
possible ROI.
This is a big challenge for retailers as they need to be synchronised across
departments and share insights such as: what are the results of active campaigns and
used budgets for specific stores, which products are popular, what foot traffic campaigns bring, what people are buying and what not.

Therefore we have decided to integrate our technology fully with Google Data
Studio which is a flexible analytics tool that gives our clients real-time custom
reports accessible just on one simple link.

Summary

Retail is a very complicated vertical for advertising, but it
is necessary to follow trends, use new technologies, work
with data and be better than your competitors - take
advantage of the fact that people are focusing their
attention to mobile. Here are five points to remember:

1

Brand campaigns are measurable
Forget about the claim that brand campaigns don’t impact performance and that
everything you can measure is just the number of impressions and CPMs. Thanks to
brand lift studies, you are able to measure real impact of the campaigns on your
brand and actual performance.

2

Online / offline marketing strategy

When you are thinking about your marketing strategy, create synergies between
online and offline channels. These channels can cooperate together and remember
that an online campaign doesn’t have to generate performance in online environment
but can measurably impact your offline sales. And thanks to existing technologies, you
can influence and optimise this performance.

3
Use data

Your customers’ data is the most valuable asset you have for your marketing. But don’t
use your data as a compound, segment it based on logical parameters and use it for
personalised campaigns in a sophisticated way. Do not forget that every Facebook
campaign is at the same time research that can give you a massive amount of data
about your customers.

4

Convert leaflets to digital

Don’t waste your money and your people’s time. Incorporate your current creative
process into your Facebook campaigns automatically. Target only people interested in
your products with personalised creatives and measure what this brings to your business and evaluate ROI.

5

Measure everything

Your business goals shouldn’t be only about transactions, measure everything you can
measure; every interaction with your brand, page and website helps you know your
customers’ journey which allows you to define the right cross-platform marketing
strategy.
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